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iModWizard is an easy-to-use tool, created to help create iMod con�guration.  It's an integrated with 
iModCloud web application, which allows to create and/or modify iMod con�gurations with simple 
point-and-click interactions. 

iModWizard features

Create your con�guration from the ground up with intuitive point-and-click interface
and minimal keyboard input:

iMod

iModWizard

iModEngine

Virtual Machine (VM), based on Ubuntu(Debian) Linux, available by iModCloud, on which iMod is 
running. In connection with iModGate (one or more), it is a full-�edged measuring system/telemetry 
module. It can work with devices, that allows to read their states through network connections, eg. 
MODBUS TCP or OneWire server. Bene�t of this solution is greater processing power, on-demand 
installation of new VMs - after approx. 2 minutes there is a fully functional new “device”, multitude of 
software installation packages that enhance and broaden possibilities (using aptitude) and a possibility 
of using one con�guration on large installations.
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High performance

Does not require hardware to work

Accelerates pilot project implementations that require many devices

Fast VM creation

Ability to connect with physical unit (iModGate, iMod) and acquiring whichever values along with ability    
to perform any operation on it

Easily con�gured by iModWizard
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Fast and simple

Hints given by iModWizard - every element, that can be used
in con�guration, has tooltip that helps you to understand its purpose

User does not have to know XML structure

Values entered are veri�cated on-the-run

Modify your existing con�guration - simply 
drag'n'drop your �le into iModWizard or copy 
and paste from your clipboard,

Store your con�gurations online - dedicated 
storage space for con�guration �les lets you 
archive various

Share your con�guration with other users of 
iModCloud
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Device Management

iModGate

iModGate is a NPE type, physical unit acting as a intermediary (gateway) and/or as a measuring device. 
It monitors state of its services, which are available to check through iModCloud. It can be used to 
convert MODBUS TCP to MODBUS RTU, so iModEngine could read registers of automation devices. 
This a physical device that allows iModEngine to read OneWire for example. Because of its nature, it 
can be equipped with SIM card that can be used to send SMS messages through iModEngine. As a 
self-standing measuring device, it shares its input/outputs to be read by iModEngine. Connection 
between iModGate (device) and iModEngine (service) is established through secure VPN connection.

Parameter Gateway for iMod. Ability to share values of parameters to any number of iMod/iModEngine 
devices.

Con�guration-less. iModGate does not need con�guration. All the logic behind acquiring and controlling 
parameters is de�ned on other device or VM. For installations based on many NPE devices (installation objects) 
all you need is one iModEngine. Thanks to this whole installation has only one con�guration place, which in 
turn makes it a lot easier to implementation and settings changing.

Managable with iModCloud. Ability to act as a Gateway, through which you can manage selected services by 
iModCloud.

Better performance. iModGate does not require to install iMod �rmware on it, therefore a part of its load is 
relieved and that extra “�repower” can be used to acquire more parameters, more oftenly.
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